Invited Talks


"Uncovering Database Access Optimizations in the Middle Tier with TORPEDO" IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering. April 2005. Tokyo, Japan.


"Architecting Challenging Scalable Enterprise Applications”, Software Development Expo”, Boston, Massachusetts, September 23, 2004


"Transparent Server Side Xbeans", XML One, Boston, Massachusetts, August 26 - 30, 2002


"Xbean Distributed Applications", Xtech 2000, March 2, 2000, San Jose, California.

"Java and Shared CORBA Objects on the Web." Advanced C++ Special Interest Group, June 14, 1997, San Jose, California.


"Introduction to CORBA and CORBA Services” Tutorial given at 2nd USENIX Conference on Object-Oriented Technologies and Systems, June 17, 1996, Toronto, Canada.


"Relating Distributed Objects,” 20th International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, September 15, 1994. Santiago, Chile.


The Common Object Services Specifications (COSS), presented to the Object Management Group, OMG Meetings in Dublin(8/94), Pittsburgh (6/94), Salt Lake City (2/93), Austin (12/93), Chicago(7/93) and Paris(5/93).


"Concurrent Nested Object Computations," Colloquium, Centre de Recherche en Informatique de Montpellier (CRIM), University of Montpellier, Montpellier, France, June 28, 1989.


"Concurrent Nested Object Computations," Colloquium, Department of Computer Science, University of California, Santa Cruz, November, 1988.


"Concurrent Nested Object Computations," Colloquium, Department of Computer Science, University of California, Santa Barbara, February 11, 1988.


"Simulando Abstract Data Types en Lenguajes de Programación,” Computer Science Department Colloquium, (given in Spanish) at Instituto Tecnológico de Monterrey, México City Campus, September 21, 1984.